CZ322

The Essence of

Spa Therapy

3 Automatic Programs
Feel great with every massage.

Air Pressure Massage

Revive with a gentle or aggressive massage.

3 Level Adjustable

Sometimes you need a strong massage.

Detail & Design

Cozzia is designed for the refined buyer who demands
only the very best, with years of research, testing, and
uncompromising attention to detail and design. Cozzia
massage chairs feature many proprietary and unique
functions that deliver unmatched levels of therapy and
relaxation that makes other products simply incomplete.

Quality

You can have peace of mind knowing that Cozzia
furniture is built with high grade materials to stand up to
heavy usage. We are personally invested in your comfort!

The Essence of

Personal Health

Do something good for yourself, relax your
body and mind, speed up recovery from
post exercise soreness, work on healing a
nagging ache, or get rid of that knot in
your back. With a Cozzia smart technology
chair you’ll have fast and accurate relief,
so you can get back to being you.

Comfort and Features

CZ322

3 Automatic Modes

Easy to use automatic massage modes allow you to enjoy a massage
instantly at the press of a button. Each programed massage session is 15
minutes. They include: Relax, Therapy, and Air.

5 Manual Modes		

Choose your own massage, speed, and strength to get exactly what you
need, 5 modes include: Swedish, kneading, tapping, rolling, & dual-action.
Dual Action combines Kneading and Tapping,

S-Track System

You’ll feel great, intelligent rollers conform to the curves of your body to
achieve persistent contact for complete relaxation.

Foot and Calf Massage

Pamper your calves and feet like never before. Relieve painful, swollen
legs and feet with gentle or aggressive massage. Improves circulation
and relaxes your muscles to ease your aches away.

Rhythmic Seat Massage

Therapeutic vibrations to improve muscle performance and calm your
nervous system. Placed at the base of the seat so you can feel fine
vibrations through your core.

MRSP $2499.99
Weight Capacity: 325 lbs

Shiatsu Massage Chair

More Benefits

from Massage

✔✔ Reducing or eliminating pain
✔✔ Improving joint mobility
✔✔ Improving circulation
✔✔ Improving immune system
✔✔ Increasing lymphatic drainage
✔✔ Reducing depression and anxiety
✔✔ Reducing tension
✔✔ Increasing body awareness

Relax Foot and Calf

S-Track System

Colors Available:
Chocolate CZ322.choc
Chair Upright: L53.5” x W27.5” x H45”
Chair Reclined: L77” x W27.5” x H32”

2 Year Limited Warranty

Rhythmic Vibration

